
 

Medication improves obesity-associated
gene expression in mice
27 February 2017

Obesity often leads to insulin resistance, a
hallmark of type 2 diabetes. The anti-diabetic drug
rosiglitazone counters insulin resistance in diabetic
patients by targeting PPAR?, a nuclear receptor
that senses hormones and other molecules to help
regulate the expression of genes. Rosiglitazone's
ability to reverse insulin resistance is not fully
understood, but prior work has implicated its
effects on fat cells as a key driver of therapeutic
success. 

Research led by Mitch Lazar at the Perelman
School of Medicine at University of Pennsylvania
examined how rosiglitazone treatment altered gene
expression in fat cells from an obesity-prone strain
of mice (B6 mice) that were fed a high-fat diet. 

In work published this week in the JCI, the
researchers showed that although developing
obesity was associated with marked changes in 
gene expression in the visceral fat of these mice,
treatment with rosiglitazone had little effect on
these changes. 

Rather, the drug affected subcutaneous fat,
specifically increasing the expression of genes
associated with brown fat, a metabolically-active
type of fat characterized by the key gene Ucp1. 

An obesity-resistant strain, 129 mice, displayed
elevated Ucp1 expression compared to B6 mice. A
cross of B6 and 129 mice exhibited showed biased
expression of Ucp1 genes derived from the 129
parent, indicating that Ucp1 may be defective in
the obesity-prone B6 strain. In the B6/129 crossed
mice, rosiglitazone eliminated this bias and
restored expression levels of the B6 parent-derived
Ucp1 gene. 

These findings suggest that environmental
changes, including drug therapies, may be able to
reverse some genetic alterations that are
associated with obesity. 

  More information: Raymond E. Soccio et al,
Targeting PPAR? in the epigenome rescues
genetic metabolic defects in mice, Journal of
Clinical Investigation (2017). DOI:
10.1172/JCI91211
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